
 

Nestlé Breakfast Cereals Meta-Club” Disclaimer 

 
 

This disclaimer applies to your purchase, bidding, sale and display of the Nestlé Breakfast 
Cereals Meta Club non-fungible tokens (“LION CEREALS” and “KOKO KRUNCH”) available on 
Decentraland. 
 

• All “Nestlé Breakfast Cereals Meta-Club” NFTs are stored on and accessible on Decentraland 
via the Ethereum blockchain. As such, Nestlé does not maintain the “LION CEREALS” and 
“KOKO KRUNCH” NFTs on this Site. This landing page is only for informative purposes. 
 
 

• Linking Your Cryptocurrency Wallet 

 

When you link your cryptocurrency wallet to Decentraland, you understand that you are solely 

responsible for maintaining the security of your wallet and your control over any wallet-related 

authentication credentials, private or public cryptocurrency keys, non-fungible tokens or 

cryptocurrencies that are stored in or are accessible through your wallet.  

 

We are not responsible for managing and maintaining the security of your cryptocurrency wallet 

nor for any unauthorized access to or use of your cryptocurrency wallet.  

 

• Ownership 
 

The “LION CEREALS” and “KOKO KRUNCH” NFT owner owns the “LION CEREALS” 

and “KOKO KRUNCH” NFT upon compliance with the purchasing requirements. All 

underlying intellectual property in the NFTs belongs exclusively to Nestlé.  

 

• Risks 

Please note the following risks in accessing, purchasing, selling or using all “LION CEREALS” 

and “KOKO KRUNCH” NFTs: The price and liquidity of blockchain assets, including “LION 

CEREALS” and “KOKO KRUNCH” NFTs and any cryptocurrency used to purchase or 

otherwise associated with the transfer of the “LION CEREALS” and “KOKO KRUNCH” NFTs, 

are extremely volatile and may be subject to large fluctuations. Fluctuations in the price of 

digital assets could materially and adversely affect “LION CEREALS” and “KOKO KRUNCH” 

NFTs, which may also be subject to significant price volatility.  

 

You agree and understand that you are solely responsible for determining the nature, potential 

value, suitability, and appropriateness of these risks for yourself, and that we do not give advice 

or recommendations regarding “LION CEREALS” and “KOKO KRUNCH” NFTs, including the 

suitability and appropriateness of, and tax consequences of, “LION CEREALS” and “KOKO 

KRUNCH” NFTs. 



 

 

• NFT IRL “In real life” Usage Notices: 

 

All benefits related to each tier of NFT can only be claimed by the first owner.  

 

Epic and Mythic NFTs: 

“LION CEREALS” & “KOKO KRUNCH” NFTs – Our Epic and Mythic NFTs do not provide any 

in real life usage. Epic and Mythic NFTs provide owners with unique wearables on 

Decentraland as well as unique badges acting as digital collectables only. 

 

Unique NFT: 

“LION CEREALS” & “KOKO KRUNCH” NFTs – Our Unique NFTs provide owners with the right 

to receive one and only one Nestlé Breakfast Cereals surprise box wherever they are around 

the globe*. Nestlé has the right to choose what items will be included in the surprise box.  

*Shipping and delivery of the Nestlé Breakfast Cereals surprise box is subject to DHL’s 

worldwide delivery terms and conditions. 

* Nestlé will only deliver the Nestlé Breakfast Cereals surprise box to the countries/areas that 

DHL directly operates in. 

*In case the recipient of the package misses receiving the package after the standard DHL 

number of attempts – the right to receive the Nestlé Breakfast Cereals surprise box will be 

forfeited. 

* Nestlé does not handle the responsibility of paying any extra charge that might be incurred 

regarding the receiving of the Nestlé Breakfast Cereals surprise box. 

 


